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ABSTRACT. Gli NFTs consentono agli autori di avere il controllo esclusivo sulle loro opere memo-
rizzate in blocchi unici con una chiave privata, ri-creando così ‘scarsità digitale’. Al fine di co-
gliere a pieno i benefici degli NFTs occorre metterne a fuoco i rischi: il possesso di un NFT non 
include necessariamente un diritto sull’opera fisica o digitale collegata.  
NFTs enable authors to have exclusive control of their works stored in unique blocks with a pri-
vate key, thus re-creating ‘digital scarcity’ of the works. However, legal risks must be addressed in 
order to capture the benefits of NFTs fully: possessing an NFT does not necessarily confer any le-
gal right over the digital or physical object the NFT refers to. 
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1. Introduction 
 

An NFT is a piece of digital artefact that repre-
sents the ownership of real-world assets. The influ-
ential NFT marketplaces, such as OpenSea, Rarible, 
NBA Top Shot, Binance and Nifty Gateway, use 
cryptocurrencies as their payment method1. Whilst 
NFTs operate as a type of cryptocurrency2, it is vital 
to distinguish Bitcoin’s and NFT’s different natures. 
Bitcoins are interchangeable and indistinguishable, 
making them fungible tokens3, while NFT is non-
fungible because the associated data has a unique 
“hash value”, a “unique and reproducible alphanu-
meric value from a specific data set” derived from 
the artwork4.  

There are three ways to create and issue tokens. 
The first method is through an Initial Coin Offering 
(ICO). This is a method of raising capital for new 
ventures5. The tokens can be exchanged for future 
products and services or confer a right to a share in 
future profits on holders6. The tokens are then 
launched, and the business can use the proceeds to 
launch new products and services7. The second 
method is mining, where groups or individuals 
compete to solve complex mathematical problems8. 
The first one who solves the equation and validates 
the accuracy of a transaction in a block wins a re-
ward. Upon mining, tokens can be minted, that is, 
published on the blockchain and made available for 
purchase9. This can be done on platforms such as 
OpenSea, which allows one to mint tokens on the 
Ethereum blockchain by setting up a crypto wallet, 

 
* The author thanks Dr Jia Wang for a most inspiring discus-
sion. 
1 D. RODECK & J. SCHMIDT, “What is Blockchain?”, 10 Febru-
ary 2022, in forbes.com/advisor/investing/cryptocurrency/what-
is-blockchain. 
2 J. FAIRFIELD, Tokenized: The Law of Non-Fungible Tokens 
and Unique Digital Property, in Indiana Law Journal, 2021, 
Vol. 97: Iss. 4, Article 4, available at reposito-
ry.law.indiana.edu/ilj/vol97/iss4/4. 
3 S. NAKAMOTO, Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash Sys-
tem, in bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf. 
4 A. TIPOTSCH, Formulating a Smart Contract and Minting an 
NFT, 21 May 2021, in schoenherr.eu/content/formulating-a-
smart-contract-and-minting-an-nft. 
5 A. DELIVORIAS, Understanding Initial Coin Offerings. Euro-
pean Parliamentary Research Services, 2021, in euro-
parl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2021/696167/EPRS_BRI(
2021)696169_EN.pdf 
6 How to Design an Effective Initial Coin Offering, 2019, in 
Knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/design-effective-initial-
coin-offering. 
7 Initial Coin Offering (ICO), 2022, in corporatefinanceinsti-
tute.com/resources/cryptocurrency/initial-coin-offering-ico. 
8 Trading Education, Cryptocurrency Mining Explained, 2021, 
in trading-education.com/cryptocurrency-mining-explained. 
9 Crypto Minting vs Mining: What’s the Difference?, 2021, in 
phemex.com/blogs/crypto-minting-vs-crypto-mining. 

creating a collection and uploading work10. The 
third method to create tokens is through tokenisa-
tion by linking or embedding the economic value 
and the rights derived from the asset to digital to-
kens created on the blockchain11. The tokenised as-
set can then be listed and sold on NFT marketplac-
es.  

 
 
2. Tokenisation. 
 
Tokenisation in blockchain opens up multiple 

new possibilities for businesses and individuals. 
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are widely adopted by 
the token owner in the form of a record and hash 
codes that show ownership of the unique token as-
sociated with a particular digital asset. Transactions 
are executed on smart contracts, sequences of com-
puter codes that automatically execute pre-
established instructions. Each block has a set 
amount of storage capacity, and once it is filled, it is 
‘chained’ to the previously filled block12. Most 
NFTs exist on the Ethereum blockchain, with per-
manent digital records of all cryptocurrency transac-
tions.  

Blockchain technologies and platforms inspired 
the creation of ‘crypto art’, that is, to tokenise art-
work digitally and trade the tokens on the platform. 
Crypto art is disruptive to the traditional market of 
artwork in many ways. First, it solves the chronic 
problem of the piracy of artworks. NFTs enable au-
thors to have exclusive control of their works stored 
in unique blocks with a private key, thus re-creating 
‘digital scarcity’ of the works. The transaction of 
NFTed artwork occurs within a more decentralised 
power structure13. Second, NFTs make fine art in-
vestment more accessible and democratic. On the 
one hand, it enables a smaller investment of a frac-
tion of an artwork. On the other hand, artwork can 
also be directly accessible from mobile phones and 
laptops without requiring storage space or the use of 
special equipment, which thus allows trade to be 
conducted more seamlessly14. Third, it enables di-

 
10 See at https://opensea.io/learn/what-is-minting-nft. 
11 The Tokenisation of Assets and Potential Implications for 
Financial Markets, OECD, 17 January 2020, in 
oecd.org/finance/The-Tokenisation-of-Assets-and-Potential-
Implications-for-Financial-Markets.pdf. 
12 R. DE CARIA, Blockchain and Smart Contracts, in Italian 
Law Journal, 6(1), 2020, 363-380; ID., The Legal Meaning of 
Smart Contracts, in European Review of Private Law, 2018, 
26(6), 731-752. 
13 A. STOREY, Surprising Benefits of NFTs for Artists, 12 May 
2022, in postergrind.com/11-surprising-benefits-of-nfts-for-
artists. 
14 Top 6 Benefits of NFT’s for Artists and Reasons to use them, 
10 March 2022, in hashtaginvesting.com/blog/top-benefits-of-
nfts-for-artists. 
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rect transactions between the rightsholder and con-
sumer without involving middlemen such as cura-
tors, galleries and art dealers15. Lastly, transactions 
of NFTed artwork increase liquidity and allow for 
higher transparency of data. Blockchain transactions 
are often completed in milliseconds, reducing the 
waiting time when selling NFTed artwork and al-
lowing artists to be paid more quickly, thus increas-
ing liquidity. Not only are NFTs generally sold and 
traded in full public view, but each transaction can 
also be traced and followed, as each NFT and its 
blockchain entries contain proof of current and past 
ownership, and all transactions involved16.  

While NFTs look promising in many respects in 
trading artworks on digital platforms, legal risks 
must be addressed in order to capture the benefits of 
NFTs fully. When buying an art piece, one does not 
purchase its copyright, which would have to be 
transferred separately. In order to own a piece of 
artwork does not necessarily entail the subsequent 
right to display the work in a public place and col-
lect copyright royalties paid for the use of the work. 
The right to display and receive royalties remains 
with the author or the rightsholder17.  

 
 
3. The trading of artworks. 
 
In the past, artworks were traded by transferring 

the physical object or licensing the use of the work 
without the transfer of ownership. Collective copy-
right licensing is managed by collective societies in 
Europe and China while in common law jurisdic-
tions, by corporations specialising in collective 
copyright management. A common problem of col-
lective copyright management is the high agency 
cost. Moreover, tracing and tracking the author of 
orphan works is less efficient due to the need for 
more technology. The intermediary, that is, the col-
lective society, is confined by its structural and 
technological limits and cannot assist the 
rightsholder in fully capturing the value of artworks.  

In the digital era, various data management tools 
help improve the efficiency of collective manage-
ment. However, the agency cost and source-tracing 
problems still exist, although to a lesser extent. 
With the onslaught of blockchain and NFTs, it is 

 
15 A. DROBITKO, Can Artists Still Benefit From NFTs?, 29 June 
2022,  in 
forbes.com/sites/forbesbusinesscouncil/2022/06/29/can-artists-
still-benefit-from-nfts/?sh=57efba0a648d. 
16 A. STOREY, Surprising Benefits of NFTs for Artists, n 13 
above. 
17 J.M. MORINGIELLO & C.K. ODINET, The Property Law of To-
kens, in Florida Law Review, 2022, 74, 607-671, available at 
ssrn.com/abstract=3928901 or  
dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3928901 

time to revisit the agent-based transaction model. 
Do artists need an intermediary to manage their 
copyright if they can manage their own copyrighted 
works with secured NFTs and supporting plat-
forms? 

Although blockchain technologies seem to offer 
an ideally distributed and democratic digital world 
without intermediaries involving transaction costs18, 
in the new reality of business, NFTed artwork trad-
ing platforms emerge as new intermediaries.  

The increasingly involved artificial intelligence 
in creating artwork brings another dimension to the 
legal compliance for the trading of artworks. Unlike 
traditional artworks like painting, photography and 
music, which are protected by copyright, AI-created 
art is less concerned with copyright. AI-created art 
is also called generative art. Many NFT projects, 
such as CryptoPunks, Bored Ape Yacht Club, 
World of Women, Azuki, Chromie Squiggles, 
Clone X, and Moonbirds, involve generative art in 
the creation process. Generative art is generated 
wholly or in part by the algorithm and not in direct 
control of the programmer, who is an artist or com-
missioned by a customer. The programmer creates a 
programme consisting of one or more algorithms 
that randomly generate an artwork based on ran-
domised parameter selections or by one or more in-
puts that are driven or operated to suggest a direc-
tion for the artwork. In more complex projects, arti-
ficial intelligence is programmed to make decisions 
during the entire process of creating an artwork19. 
Different from the purchase of traditional artworks, 
the purchase of generative artwork is obtained upon 
the creation of the art, which coincides with the act 
of minting. The purchase of the NFTed AI-created 
artwork takes place by creating and minting the 
artwork.  

 
 
4. NFT and the underlying artwork. 
 
NFTs are not the artwork, nor does it become the 

artwork. The NFT records the existence and owner-
ship of the artwork onto the blockchain, and be-
cause no two NFTs are the same, and no two block-
chain registrations can be the same, the tokenised 
asset linked to the NFT also can be considered 
unique and non-fungible20. Each NFT contains 

 
18 A. DROBITKO, Can Artists Still Benefit From NFTs?, n 15 
above. 
19 T.W. DORNIS, Of ‘Authorless Works’ and ‘Inventions without 
Inventor’ – The Muddy Waters of ‘AI Autonomy’ in Intellectual 
Property Doctrine, in European Intellectual Property Review, 
2021, 1-28. 
20 M.D. MURRAY, Generative and AI Authored Artworks and 
Copyright Law, in Hastings Communications and Entertain-
ment Law Journal, 2022,  45(1), 28-43, in 
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metadata that describes the corresponding assets in 
order to prove the physical object’s authenticity or 
rarity. The NFT represents the physical object in 
code that is written into the blockchain that contains 
various information. This information frequently 
contains the name of the creator of the NFT, a URL 
linking to a representation of the underlying work of 
the NFT, the date it was minted, and any contractual 
terms that follow the NFT after it is sold. While the 
separate URL embedded in the NFT contains a link 
to a copy of the underlying work, it is not itself a 
copy of that work. Thus, an NFT is not a reproduc-
tion of content; it is merely a token that authenti-
cates the source of the content. For this reason, 
NFTs themselves are not “copies” and thus not sub-
ject to copyright infringement.  

The metadata does not contain any recognisable 
content of the underlying work, nor does it describe 
its contents. Similarly, the metadata does not add, 
transform, or recast any underlying work. Neverthe-
less, NFT establishes an exclusive ownership rela-
tionship with the underlying artwork.  The hash is 
stored on a blockchain with an associated time 
stamp. Consequently, NFT keeps track of hash 
sales, so it is possible to trace the hand steps of the 
hash to the creator. This mechanism provides proof 
of authenticity and, simultaneously, ownership of 
the work. The transfer of an NFT connected to a 
work of art transfers the digital ownership of the au-
thentic copy of the work; however, the purposes 
that can be pursued with this tool are different, so it 
is necessary to identify the crypto activity, the spe-
cific utility that the NFT is intended to create from 
time to time. 

Authors can create and sell NFTs representing 
their works. In practice, the NFT digital art market 
recognises the owner of a “legitimate” NFTed work 
as the “owner” of the work, even though NFTs do 
not convey copyright ownership of the work21. NFT 
owners encourage others to use their work because 
popularity increases the value of the work. Increas-
ing the author’s impact creates more value than con-
trolling the use of the work. If the profit from sell-
ing NFTs alone is large enough to motivate authors, 
copyright is no longer necessary as a legal monopo-
ly to reward authors. The value of art has always 
come from the reputation of the author and the scar-
city of the work through “authenticity”.  

 
 

 
ssrn.com/abstract=4152484 or 
dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4152484; ID., NFT Ownership and 
Copyrights, 2 July 2022, in ssrn.com/abstract=4152468 or 
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4152468. 
21 B.L. FRYE, After Copyright: Pwning NFTs in a Clout Econo-
my, in The Colombia Journal of Law and Arts, 45(3), 341-353. 

5. A comparative overview: the key question 
in common law. 

 
The Courts in England and Wales, Singapore 

and New Zealand (Ruscoe v Cryptopia Ltd, 2020) 
have acknowledged bitcoins and other crypto assets 
as property within the common law. Property in the 
case law to date refers more to assets than things22. 
This was also the advice of the LawTech Delivery 
Panel’s UK Jurisdiction Taskforce in its Legal 
Statement on Cryptoassets and Smart Contracts. 
The key question is how crypto assets as property 
would fit within the common law’s classificatory 
scheme for property. Unlike the civilian classifica-
tion between movables and immovables, the com-
mon law classifies property into real and personal, 
with the former comprising mostly land. Personality 
is, in turn, classified into either choses in possession 
or choses in action. 

The point on whether cryptocurrency could be a 
form of property was developed in AA v Persons 
Unknown (“AA”, 2019)23. Bryan J considered that 
it was “fallacious to proceed on the basis that the 
English law of property recognises no forms of 
property other than choses in possession and choses 
in action”. In doing so, he cited extensively from 
the legal statement on crypto assets and smart con-
tracts published by the UK Jurisdiction Task Force 
(the “Legal Statement”). The Task Force thus took 
the view that Colonial Bank was not to be treated as 
limiting the scope of what kinds of things could be 
property in law. Rather, it showed the ability of the 
common law to stretch “traditional definitions and 
concepts to adapt to new business practices” (Legal 
Statement at [77]). The Legal Statement, therefore, 
formed the basis for Bryan J’s conclusion that while 
a crypto asset might not be a thing in action based 
on a narrow definition of that term, it could still be 
considered property (AA at [59]). He made a find-
ing that crypto assets such as Bitcoin were property, 
given that they met the four criteria set out in Na-
tional Provincial Bank Ltd v Ainsworth [1965] 
(“Ainsworth”) at 1248 – namely that it must be “de-

 
22K.F.K. LOW & M. HARA, Cryptoassets and Property, in SJEF 
VAN ERP & KATJA ZIMMERMANN (eds), Edward Elgar Research 
Handbook on EU Property Law (forthcoming). 
23 The immediate difficulty was that “English law traditionally 
views property as being of only two kinds, choses in possession 
and choses in action” (citing Colonial Bank v Whinney [1885]). 
Bitcoins, and other cryptocurrencies, did not fall neatly into 
either category and thus could not be classified as a form of 
property (AA at [56] and [58]). See KELVIN F.K. LOW, Cryp-
toassets and the Renaissance of the Tertium Quid?, 9 March 
2023, CHRIS BEVAN (ed), Edward Elgar Handbook on Property 
Law and Theory (Forthcoming), available at  
https://ssrn.com/abstract=4382599 or 
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4382599 
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finable, identifiable by third parties, capable in its 
nature of assumption by third parties, and have 
some degree of permanence or stability”. 

The UK’s High Court recently ruled that NFTs 
are property, and thus victims of NFT theft can now 
have their stolen assets frozen through Court injunc-
tions. In an earlier case involving NFTs (Osbourne 
v Persons Unknown, 2022), the Court also found a 
claimant has a good arguable case that misappropri-
ated crypto assets are held on a constructive trust is 
therefore clear that the courts are open to construc-
tive trust claims as regards crypto assets. However, 
Ms Osbourne did not go so far as to seek, as Mr 
D’Aloia has, to ask the courts to consider a claim in 
which – in addition to the alleged fraudsters - the 
exchanges are also said to hold the crypto assets on 
constructive trust.  In D’Aloia case, therefore, ap-
pears to be the first in which the Court has found 
that there is a good arguable case for this claim 
against the exchanges themselves. D’Aloia case al-
lows victims to obtain court injunctions against in-
dividuals whose crypto wallet has been identified as 
carrying a stolen NFT and to the NFT platform on 
which the stolen asset is being sold.  

This ruling demonstrates that the English courts 
are open to entertaining constructive trust claims 
concerning crypto assets, not only against the fraud-
sters themselves but also against third-party ex-
changes. The possibility of such a claim has been 
lent further support by the Law Commission’s anal-
ysis in their Consultation Paper on Digital Assets, 
published on 28 July 2022 (see paragraph 19.51). 
This would give victims of crypto-asset fraud a 
means of direct action against exchanges for breach 
of trust should they fail to comply with their duties 
as constructive trustees, having been notified that 
they are in the possession of fraudulently misappro-
priated crypto assets.  

In an earlier case of CLM v CLN (2022) SGHC 
(General Division of the High Court of Singapore) 
46 (“CLM”), Lee Seiu Kin J dealt with the question 
of whether stolen cryptocurrency assets, specifically 
Bitcoin and Ethereum, could be the subject of a 
proprietary injunction. Having considered the cases 
and the analysis in Ruscoe v Cryptopia Ltd (2020) 
(“Ruscoe”), the judge was of the view (at [46]) that 
the claimant, in that case, was able to prove an ar-
guable case that the stolen cryptocurrency assets 
were capable of giving rise to proprietary rights, 
which could be protected via a proprietary injunc-
tion.  

In Janesh s/o Rajkumar v Unknown Person 
(2022), the Court noted that although NFTs have 
been characterised as certificates of ownership 
“powered by smart contracts and protected by 

blockchain technology”24, NFTs represent an “own-
ership of a digital certificate of authenticity of 
commonly available digital art”25. Nevertheless, the 
Court disagrees with the ‘NFT is certificate’ ap-
proach. The Court points out that NFTs are not just 
mere information but rather data encoded in a cer-
tain manner and securely stored on the blockchain 
ledger (Janesh s/o Rajkumar v Unknown Person, 
2022, paragraph 58). Rather, NFTs provide instruc-
tions to the computer under a system whereby the 
“owner” of the NFT has exclusive control over its 
transfer from his wallet to any other wallet. 

Lee Seiu Kin J adopted the Ainsworth test and 
upheld the following findings. First, an NFT with its 
unique metadata is definable (Janesh s/o Rajkumar, 
[44]). NFTs are not just mere information, but ra-
ther, data encoded in a certain manner and securely 
stored on the blockchain ledger (Janesh s/o Rajku-
mar, [58]) ‘It provides instructions to the computer 
under a system whereby the “owner” of the NFT 
has exclusive control over its transfer from his wal-
let to any other wallet.’ (Janesh s/o Rajkumar, [58]) 
Second, per the second requirement that the “asset 
must have an owner being capable of being recog-
nised as such by third parties” (CLM, [45(b)], citing 
Ruscoe at [109]) the presumptive NFT owner would 
be whoever controls the wallet which is linked to 
the NFT an NFT with its private keys would be an 
asset, with an owner being capable of being recog-
nised as such by third parties. The third requirement 
is that “that the right must be capable of assumption 
by third parties, which in turn involves two aspects: 
that third parties must respect the rights of the own-
er in that asset, and that the asset must be potential-
ly desirable” The ‘nature of the blockchain technol-
ogy gives the owner the exclusive ability to transfer 
the NFT to another party, which underscores the 
“right” of the owner.’ Lastly, an NFT has a relevant 
degree of permanence and stability as money in 
bank accounts which, nowadays, exist mainly in the 
form of ledger entries and not cold hard cash. 

 
 
6. European approaches. 
 
Scholars pointed out that digital tokens may be 

considered “digital assets”26. The Gesetz über To-
ken und VT-Dienstleister of Liechtenstein regulates 

 
24 P.C. AKSOY & Z. ÜNER, NFTs and Copyright: Challenges 
and Opportunities, in Journal of Intellectual Property Law & 
Practice, 2021, 16(10), 1115-1126. 
25 K.F.K. LOW  & M. HARA, Cryptoassets and Property, n 22 
above. 
26 G.M.R. TERUEL & H. SIMON-MORENO, The digital tokeniza-
tion of property rights: a comparative perspective, in Computer 
Law and Security Review, 2021, 41, 4-5.  
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tokens as assets (Vermögen, art. 4).  In fact, it has 
been stated that “all-European-legal systems of the 
member states regard not only corporeal thing as the 
objects of real rights but also incorporeal assets, 
such as patrimonial rights”27. However, some legal 
systems take a narrower approach concerning the 
scope of the property, which is limited to “corporeal 
things”, as is the case under both German and Swiss 
law (e.g. §§90 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch30 -BGB- 
or §641 Swiss Civil Code 31). This means that to-
kens could not be regarded as the object of property 
in these legal systems, e.g. in Germany, tokens have 
been defined as “eine faktische Vermögensposi-
tion”, meaning ‘a factual situation’. Other EU legal 
systems have either incorporated a broader defini-
tion of the concept of a “thing” to include “patrimo-
nial or valuable rights” (e.g. arts. 334.10 CC; 
§§292, 298 and 299 Allgemeines bürgerliches Ge-
setzbuch, ABGB35) or a broader definition of the 
concept of an “asset” (art. 3.1 Burgerlijk Wetboek -
BW-), which makes regulating tokens as an object 
of ownership more accessible. For example, in 
Spain, the judgment of the Supreme Court 
20/06/2019 denied the recognition of bitcoin as a 
legal tender (money) but considered it an “incorpo-
real asset”. In Italy, tokens have been regarded as 
“digital assets” under the provisions of art. 810 Ital-
ian Civil Code; and art. 65 French Loi n. 486 cate-
gorises tokens as “incorporeal assets” (bien incorpo-
rel).  

From an EU perspective, the Proposal for a Reg-
ulation of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on Markets in Crypto-assets (MiCA) 24 
September 2020 aims to enhance legal certainty to 
crypto-assets while encouraging innovation and 
protecting consumers. However, this proposal does 
not cover the legal nature, the legal effects and the 
admissibility of using asset-backed tokens to trans-
fer property rights. Tokens issued in blocks of fewer 
than 150 tokens are excluded from the Regulation. 
So, the Regulation does not cover small issuances, 
which are typically the case in the tokenisation of 
real-world assets28.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
27 C. VON BAR and U. DROBNIG, The Interaction of Contract 
Law and Tort and Property Law in Europe. A Comparative 
Study, Sellier, European Law Publishers GmbH, München, 
2009, 31 ss. 
28 The European Union Court of Justice has ruled that crypto-
currencies fall into legal goods exempt from VAT (EUCG, sez. 
V, 22 October 2015, case -214/2016). 

6.1. Italy between the certificate and the con-
tent. 

 
Italian Supreme Court indicated a functional ap-

proach. It held that the legal qualities of bitcoins 
depend on the purpose of the usage of the currency 
and the utility they produce. If a virtual currency is 
used for speculative purposes, it will be considered 
a financial product (security token). The Court iden-
tifies the requirements to qualify the securities of-
fered (in the specific case LWF Coin) as financial 
instruments. The test includes the purpose of the use 
of capital, the expectation of return, and the risk di-
rectly linked to the use of capital29.  

The Court of Rome30 enjoined Blockeras s.r.l. 
from any production, marketing, promotion and of-
fering for sale, directly and/or indirectly, in any way 
and form, of the NFTs and digital contents and or-
dered the defendant to withdraw from the market 
and remove from every website the NFTs and the 
digital contents associated or products in general 
covered by the injunction. The dispute concerned 
trademark infringement and unfair competition 
practice, consisting of the unauthorised use of 
words or figurative marks through the production, 
marketing and online promotion of digital playing 
cards with images that reproduced footballers’ 
NFTs. The distinctive signs in question show the 
image of former player Christian (Bobo) Vieri 
wearing the Juventus shirt and the team’s name. 
The Court did not express an opinion about the le-
gal nature of NFT but stated that the circumstance 
that Bobo Vieri played for Juventus and that he 
granted permission to the use of his image, through 
the creation of cards reproducing the player with the 
different shirts of the teams in which he played, 
does not exclude the need to request authorisation 
for using the registered trademarks owned by the 
teams whose shirts and names are reproduced. The 
decision indicated that the court viewed the in-
fringement of IP by NFTs as equivalent to an in-
fringement made through physical reproduction.  

At the European level, the Court of Rome is the 
first to order an injunction to the creation and mar-
keting of NFTs infringing registered trademarks. 
The decision represents an implicit accreditation of 
the interpretation - already adopted by the main na-
tional and international offices, including EUIPO -, 

 
29 Court of Cassation, Penal Section, 30 November 2021, No 
44337 and 22 November 2022, No 44378. 
30 Court of First Instance, Rome, ordinance, 20 July 2022, No. 
32072, Juventus Football Club S.p.A. v Blockeras s.r.l., in al-
talex.com/documents/2022/11/07/juventus. 
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for which ‘virtual goods’ are proper to Class 9 be-
cause they are treated as digital content or images31. 

The Italian Court confirms the fact that the crea-
tion of NFTs  requires specific authorisation from 
the proprietor of the trade mark, of which it, there-
fore, constitutes a separate infringement and distinct 
from the infringement constituted by the use of the 
trademark in the digital images associated with the 
NFT. 

This points out the preference for a legal defini-
tion of NFT that undertakes a dichotomy between 
the certificate and the content (Janesh s/o Rajkumar 
v Unknown Person, 2022, SGHC 264).  Above all, 
it explains the ratio of the precautionary order, 
which distinguished between NFTs and the corre-
sponding digital content, inhibited the “production, 
marketing, promotion and offer for sale, direct 
and/or indirect, in any way and form on the one 
hand, of the NFT and, on the other hand, of any 
other digital content or product generally bearing 
the photograph, even modified, and/or the Juventus 
trademarks, as well as the use of said trademarks in 
any form and manner”. This judgement echoes the 
US court decision involving Maison Hermes against 
the artist Mason Rothschild and Nike in relevant 
goods traded in StockX, a second-hand market. 

In the latter case, in particular, the judge will 
have to decide whether the creation of an NFT gen-
erates an intrinsic value rather than a mere digital 
certificate of ownership of the associated property, 
which, hypothetically, the person who mints and 
uploads the NFTed work is the legitimate owner of 
the work.  

 
 
6.2. “The act of minting” as an exclusive right 

of the author: the Commercial Law Court 
of Barcelona. 

 
The Commercial Law Court of Barcelona32 de-

livered one of the first judgments dealing with the 
relationship between intellectual property and NFT. 

 
31     However, the term virtual goods on its own lacks clarity 
and precision so must be further specified by stating the content 
to which the virtual goods relate (e.g. downloadable virtual 
goods, namely, virtual clothing). The 12th Edition of the Nice 
Classification will incorporate the term downloadable digital 
files authenticated by non-fungible tokens in Class 9. NFTs are 
treated as unique digital certificates registered in a blockchain, 
which authenticate digital items but are distinct from those digi-
tal items. For the Office, the term non fungible tokens on its 
own is not acceptable. The type of digital item authenticated by 
the NFT must be specified (euipo.europa.eu). 
32 Juzgado de lo Mercantil, Barcelona, No 1900/2022, Visual 
Entidad De Gestion De Artistas Plasticos/ Punto Fa, in poder-
judi-
cial.es/search/AN/openDocument/fb7c927281ec693aa0a8778d
75e36f0d/20221121. 

The decision involves the fast fashion brand Mango 
and the Spanish collective society for artists 
VEGAP (Visual Entidad de Gestión de Artistas 
Plásticos). In March 2022, Mango exhibited a series 
of artworks created by Farkas in a virtual museum 
on the Decentraland, a Web 3.0 site. Mango legiti-
mately owns the original copy of the works. The 
collection was designed to reinterpret rather than 
directly reproduce the artworks, which are under 
copyright protection. VEGAP sued Mango for cop-
yright infringement, arguing that the minting and 
displaying of the artworks infringed copyright. 
Mango argued that the NFTs were just a list on 
OpenSea and did not represent any proprietary 
rights per se. The Court ordered tokens to be de-
listed and further pointed out that the withdrawal of 
a work does not amount to destroying tokens since 
tokens can be used during the process. For this rea-
son, the Court orders the claimant to provide a cryp-
tocurrency wallet, with a deposit of EUR 1,000 that 
will be used to maintain legal custody of the NFTs 
and orders OpenSea to transfer custody of those to-
kens to be deposited to the applicant’s portfolio. 

The first aspect of the dispute is the extent of 
Mango’s rights as owner of the physical artwork. 
The ruling states that VEGAP transferred the right 
to display physical works publicly, but nothing else. 
The Court assumes that the right to display does not 
give the right to digitise the work, display and sell it 
as NFT.  

The second question that the Court will have to 
examine is whether adapting a work in this way in-
fringes copyright. If the Court decides that these de-
signs are indeed in violation of relevant IP rights, 
the question is whether the minting NFT of a work 
without authorisation is unlawful in itself and 
whether the display and sale of such an NFT is a 
communication to the public. However, it can be 
argued that an NFT includes a link to a copy of the 
work but not the work itself. The connection could 
not even be permanent and may be interrupted. In 
addition, the actual connection to work is not al-
ways easy to reach. If the link is to an IPFS file, it is 
not accessible unless a specialised browser like 
Brave, which can read IPFS links, is used. From this 
perspective, it is difficult to admit that “the act of 
minting” is protected as an exclusive right of the au-
thor. 

 
 
7. Virtual assets in China’s first Civil Code 

and the first NFT Court decision. 
 
China’s first Civil Code, which became effective 

in 2021, includes provisions peripherally relevant to 
virtual assets. In Book I General Provisions, Article 
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114 provides that civil subjects enjoy property 
rights (rights in rem), which are the exclusive rights 
to directly dominate a particular thing, including 
ownership, usufructuary rights, and security inter-
ests.  Article 116 is a Numerus Clausus that limits 
the types and contents of property rights exclusively 
by law. Article 127 provides that the Civil Code 
shall recognise the existing legal provisions for vir-
tual property. 

In the first NFT court decision in China (Qice 
Technology Ltd v A Technology Ltd)33, the Hang-
zhou Internet Court, an intermediate-level court, 
holds an NFT-trading platform liable for copyright 
infringement for an NFTed unauthorised reproduc-
tion of an artwork uploaded by its user. The Court 
discussed similar issues regarding the nature of 
NFTs. It holds that the metadata exclusively and 
uniquely represents a copy of an artwork. It is iden-
tifiable by third parties and maintains the scarcity of 
the work in a digital form. Therefore, an NFTed 
work is a ‘digital commodity’, and NFTed copies of 
the work are digital assets. The trade of an NFTed 
work is essentially a transfer of ownership of the 
copy being tokenised and uploaded. Acquiring such 
an NFTed work entails obtaining the property rights 
and interests in that copy. It entails no license to use 
such digital assets nor a license or a transfer of the 
intellectual property rights of the underlying art-
work (unless the sales agreement provides other-
wise). In the further analysis of copyright infringe-
ment, the Court distinguishes NFTed work from a 
physical object. It holds that the distribution right 
does not apply in this case because it only concerns 
the distribution of physical objects. The legitimate 
creator of an NFT should not be the person who 
possesses a copy of the underlying work but the 
person who owns the copyright or obtains a due li-
cense for the underlying work. Hence, it holds that 
the uploading of the NFTed work infringed on the 
right to disseminate work by information networks.  

However, as the Court is only a district-level 
court, it remains to be seen whether its ruling will 
be widely followed or is likely to be challenged in 
subsequent cases by other courts in China. In any 
case, as the authorities have not yet enacted any 
formal NFT laws or regulations, the court’s insights 
in the judgment are meaningful, and NFT players in 
China should carefully consider the implications of 
the ruling. 

 
 

 
33 Hangzhou Internet Court, 20 April 2022, Shenzhen Qice 
Diechu Cultural Creation Co., Ltd. v Hangzhou Yuanyuzhou 
Technology Co., Ltd., Zhe 0192 Civil First Instance No 1008, 
(see: mv-nl_04-2022_first-nft-decision-in-china_urteil--
internet-court-hangzhou_final_neu_pdfa.pdf). 

8. Concluding remarks.  
 
The value of art has always come from the repu-

tation of the author and the scarcity of the work 
through ‘authenticity’. NFTs offer artists the oppor-
tunity to secure incomes with tracing and tracking 
functions and embedded smart contracts while en-
couraging the dissemination of artwork that cannot 
be reproduced without authorisation. If the profit 
from selling NFTs is large enough to motivate au-
thors, copyright as a legal monopoly is no longer 
necessary to generate rewards. Recognising NFTs 
as property encourages artists to be open to the 
market, which helps create cultural prosperity and 
increase social welfare.  

The NFT is more than a recording of digital 
work. Minting an NFTed work is to record the work 
on the blockchain through an identification code. 
The creation of the digital tokenised work (i.e. reg-
istered blockchain with hash code) involves the ac-
quisition of ownership by the registration holder. 
NFTed artwork might evoke the question of exclu-
sive possession and control of the work, including 
property and intellectual property such as copyright. 
The right to tokenise a work protected by copyright 
belongs to the owner of the copyright or those who 
have the authorisation of the owner; beyond this 
hypothesis, this right belongs to the owner of NFT-
ed work. Consequently, it is necessary to distin-
guish NFTs from NFTed artwork. The NFT is a 
mechanism for forming the ownership of a right of 
use and disposition of digital work in the hands of 
the person who registers the NFTs.  

Although the judiciary from different jurisdic-
tions has been willing to extend the protection for 
brick-and-mortar property to NFTed artworks, 
NFTs are at the risk of misrepresenting or even in-
fringing IP rights in a work minted into NFTs. Pos-
sessing an NFT does not necessarily confer any le-
gal right over the digital or physical object the NFT 
refers to. Several proposals have been advanced to 
overcome this limitation to the concept of NFT. 
Some try to strike a balance between the legal and 
the technical dimension, incorporating aspects of 
copyright law into the metadata of the NFT or in 
accompanying documentation; others propose to in-
corporate the actual work into the underlying smart 
contract. While many commentators are critical at 
this point, others, see the potential of NFTs as forms 
of ‘unique digital property’, re-establishing personal 
property rights that have been lost to user agree-
ments and other instruments of uneven bargaining 
power34. 

 
34 J. FAIRFIELD, Tokenized: The Law of Non-Fungible Tokens 
and Unique Digital Property, n 2 above. 
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In the UK, the Task Force took the view that Co-
lonial Bank was not to be treated as limiting the 
scope of what kinds of things could be property in 
law. Instead, it showed the ability of the common 
law to stretch “traditional definitions and concepts 
to adapt to new business practices”. National Pro-
vincial Bank Ltd v Ainsworth [1965] has established 
a four-factored test for the property as something 
“definable, identifiable by third parties, capable in 
its nature of assumption by third parties, and have 
some degree of permanence or stability”. In Singa-
pore, the Court rejected the analogy between a title 
deed for real property and NFTs as a certificate for 
digital assets. Rather, it adopted the Ainsworth crite-
ria and upheld NFTs as property. 

In Europe, although some jurisdictions tradition-
ally take a narrow approach concerning the scope of 
the property, which is limited to “corporeal things”, 
many others are more open to including incorporeal 
assets, such as patrimonial rights, into real rights. 
The court decisions discussed demonstrate that 
cryptocurrency and NFTs are considered digital as-
sets35. The Italian and Spanish Courts noted that 
NFTs, on the one hand, bear a certifying function 
and, on the other hand, link to specific content. Chi-
na’s first Civil Code explicitly recognises virtual 
property as an object protectable by law. In the first 
NFT-concerned case, the Court distinguishes the 
NFTed work from a physical object and holds that 
an NFTed work is a ‘digital commodity’, and NFT-
ed copies of the work are digital assets. It adopts a 
test similar to the Ainsworth test that evaluates 
whether the data is unique and securely linked to a 
work and is identifiable by third parties. It is con-
sensus that while the right of the owner to mint and 
tokenise a work is to be fully protected, it cannot be 
overlooked that this right must be exercised in com-
pliance with the principle of economic solidarity 
and fair competition. 

The comparison between the legal systems im-
plies an increasing level of convergence of law to-
wards a harmonised concept of digital assets in a 
world built on blockchain and tokens. In comparing 
the common law and civil law systems, conver-
gence of law is emerging in the digital world. Prop-
erty is moving from a static concept to a concept of 
act and activity. At the same time, ownership is the 
link between the owner and the worthy interest to 
be realised and guaranteed. 

NFTed artworks are considered incorporeal as-
sets that confer quasi-property rights and interests. 
The legal principle of numerus clausus is an instru-

 
35 E. CALZOLAIO, Il bitcoin come oggetto di property. Note a 
margine di una recente sentenza della High Court, in Foro Ita-
liano, 2020, 494-500. 

ment for legal certainty. However, reality goes be-
yond the dogmas of the legal tradition36. The jurist 
must take an evolutionary leap forward to adapt the 
mechanisms and techniques of law to emerging dig-
ital technologies that change the societal ecosystem. 
The concept of property per se and the rights deriv-
ing from the property need a recalibration that shifts 
from focusing on exclusive control to the use of the 
thing. 

Attention must be paid to the consideration that 
the “thing” becomes a juridical good as a reference 
point and content of legal situations if it has a so-
cially appreciable utility and finds in the orderly 
system an evaluation in terms of merit37. The artifi-
cial exclusivity - created by the relationship be-
tween the account/portfolio and the hash via NFT - 
that represents the copy of the underlying value - 
evokes the proprietary logic even if its dynamics 
undermine any theoretical definition for the benefit 
of the valuation of the interests involved. 

 
36 G. RESTA (a cura di), Diritti esclusivi e nuovi beni immateria-
li, Torino, 2010. 
37 P. PERLINGIERI, L’informazione come bene giuridico, in Rass. 
dir. civ., 1990, 326-338. 


